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Abstract. Theatre development plays an important role in empowering the
creative arts industry in Malaysia in line with technological advances. The
MalaysianIndie Identity Theatrestudy in Malay Drama Stage Development is
carried out to bring professionals, academics, practitioners and students from
across the country to jointly foster the potential of participants in the creative
industry. Indie Theatre is a new theatre genre that is evolving in the Malay drama
stage. This has indirectly opened a new perspective on the concept of form and
content in indie theatre performances. Hence, this study is to find out the form of
indie theatre production that is able to attract the audience? The research was
able to achieve two objectives, namelyto describe the form of Malaysian Indie
theatre in the development of the Malay drama and to analyse the identity and
contents of the Malaysian Indie theatre. The researcher conducted the study by
interviewing four informants who are activists and academics in the theatre field.
Subsequently, after analysing the data, the researcher unravelled the form and
content with the Identity theory guide to build the identity of the Indie theatre
production. The implication of this study is very important as it will guide the
knowledge and opportunities to build new innovations in theatre field, add more
references to the development of the postmodern Malay drama stage and can
enhance the creative industry especially Indie theatre production in line with
producing brilliant art practitioners on the basis of the creative industry of the
country.
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Indie theatre is a new genre which is developing greatly in creative arts industry postmillennially. According to B. Coy (1990), the development of indie theatres started in
Australia back then in the 1930‟s following the construction of The Independent
Theatre Ltd as a building built to stage small-scale plays by prominent theatre
activists led by Dame Doris Fitton. Since then, more theatrical productions started to
stage small-scale plays and widely recognised with staging indie theatres. Thus, indie
theatrical productions have exhibit new innovations on the forms and contents since
small-scale theatres are different than mainstream theatre performances (huge-scale
theatres).According to Mana Sikana (2017), to recognise the identity, dramatization
needs to refer to the forms and textuality. Therefore, in this research, indie theatres
are not only a lifestyle or instant theatres, but they have also included the form of the
piece and the format of the performances. Due to this, the problem statement of this
research will focus on the forms and contents included in the small-scale plays which
build the identity of indie theatres. According to researches, the existence of indie
theatres in Malaysia started with the staging of Misi, Wangi Jadi Saksi, and followed
by Jerjak, Parah, and other performances which keep the same characteristics as in
indie theatres. These works went viral in 2006, staged in Theatre Store in Dewan
Bahasa dan Pustaka(DBP) and Pentas2, Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts Centre
(KLPAC). In Malaysia, indie theatres are usually put into motion by young activists
such as Playground Production, Instant Café Theatre Company, Rumah Anak Teater,
Revolution Stage, Paradoks Production, MASK Team, Ayaq Hangat Studio, and
various other productions. With small spaces, young theatre activists produced their
own scripts and productions. According to Harper, P. B. (1994), post-modern creative
works are the author‟s aspirations recognised by social dimensions. Therefore, the
research on indie theatres‟ identity needs to focus on the art so that it can be an added
value to new perspectives towards the format of the performances and the highlighted
issues conveyed in the performances. Hence, this research is conducted to determine
how the forms and contents of indie theatres shaped the identity of indie theatres in
the development of Malay stage plays, mainly in Malaysia.
2.1. Objectives
This research will explain the forms and identity of indie theatres and the second
objective of this research will analyse the contents that built the identity of indie
theatres in the development of Malay stage plays.

2.2. Methodology

This research will use qualitative methods such as interviews, literature reviews
and observations (recorded plays). The collected data is descriptive. Researcher
will use 2 research samples in conducting this research which are the recorded
theatre video of Asrama Ra All Star directed by Khairunnazwan Rodzy and JutaJuta theatre directed by Fasyali Fadzli. These samples will be the data to
determine the forms and contents as the identity of indie theatres.Besides, the
method of collecting the data is carried out by conducting a field research by
interviewing four (4) informants. Researcher will interview four (4) activists who
stage indie theatres in Malaysia. The selected informants are Fasyali Fadzly (the
founder of Paradoks Production), Khairunnazwan Rodzy (the founder of
Revolution Stage), Yusuf Bakar (the founder of Bakawalee), and Abdul Rahman
Hanapiah or more commonly known as Mana Sikana, an academician figure in
post-modern drama. Selecting the informants is perfect since they are prolific
activists and owned theatrical production companies in the staging of indie
theatres. Meanwhile, the selection of Mana Sikana is based on him being an
academician figure in the development of drama and post-modern theatres in
Malaysia. Other than that, researcher will also use literature reviews to obtain
information and data related to books, articles, newspaper cuts, and journals
related to indie theatres and identity theories. Internet sources such as websites,
Facebook, blogs, and various others will also be used by the researcher to obtain
references and additional data to answer the research questions.

2.3. Findings
Indie theatre is an increasingly popular genre within the creative arts industry in
the development of Malay stage plays. Until today, researcher has identified that
many indie theatres have been staged by theatre activists. The staging of indie
theatres take place in Theatre Store in Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka(DBP) and
Pentas2, Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts Centre (KLPAC). In Malaysia, indie
theatres are usually put into motion by young activists such as Playground
Production, Instant Café Theatre Company, Rumah Anak Teater, Revolution
Stage, ParadoksProduction, MASK Team, AyaqHangat Studio, and various
other productions. Based on the field research, researcher found out that Theatre
Store is a stage location built to give the opportunities to individuals or Malay
theatre groups especially the younger generations to produce new works to
enliven theatrical activities in Malaysia. In addition, the Store is an alternative
space to help and give chances to new theatre activists to make their mark in the
industry.According to Musa, S. F. & Effindie, S. E. (2018), within the years
2003-2011, more than 150 small-scale theatres had been staged in the Store.

Also, according to Omar, A., Amir, M. & Humairah, F. (2019) in their book
entitled Drama dan Teater dalam Pendidikan, after the closing of DBP Store in
2014, small-scale theatre activists started to explore new locations to stage their
theatres. The result of this research, some of the selected spaces are Revolution
Stage, KOTAK (Five Arts Centre), Studio Stefani (SanggarTeater Fauziah
Nawi), Lot'ng (Three sixty Theatre), Bleen Box and more. Based on the
development of the stages, small-scale theatre performances started giving off
perspectives in building the identity of Malay indie theatres specifically.
Referring to Kamus Dewan Bahasa Fourth Edition (2001), identity is
the characteristics that introduce or distinguish something to others of
its kind. This carries the meaning of „identity‟ as a trademark that
distinguishes itself from another. According to Colhoun, C. (1994) in his
book Theory and The Polities Of Identity, in the subtopicThe Value of Difference,
he explained that „identity‟ is a special feature owned by an individual and
motioned to debate, becoming a research sample and contributes to the conflicts
in social sciences study. Abdul Rahman Embong (1999) stated that „identity‟ is
something that interacts and relates to various sourcessuch as history, religion,
geography, nature, and others which influence humans‟ behaviour and activities.
Based on the definitions of „identity‟ mentioned above, research shows that
small-scale theatres shaped a new perspective which builds the identity of indie
theatres. According to Yde, Matthew (2016), the definition of „indie theatres‟ was
first introduced by Independent Theatre Motion in Europe, and it was the main
influence in modern dramatic literature and theatre modernism.He also stated that
small-scale free theatres are committed to free theatres and drama from common
conventional limitations. Therefore, the identity of indie theatres started with new
groups of theatre activists which searched for opportunities on small stages.
Namron (2018), based on his observations, small-scale theatres are a phenomena
in the development of indie theatres because they are more prone to minimal
ideas, issues, and aesthetical values. His statement shows that issues become the
main characteristics in the identity of indie theatres. According to Fasyali (2018),
stage usage, budget, management, and small-scale actors and actresses are all
contributing factors that influence the issues highlighted in indie theatres.Thus, in
renewing the issues in indie theatres, production teams applied critical issues and
social conflicts within the society as the identity of indie theatres.
Based on the findings, research identified the forms in the sample of performance
of Juta-Juta Theatre and Asrama Ra All Star which showed that they have small
productions, small stage usage for performances, budgets of RM200 for Juta-Juta
Theatre and RM500 for Asrama Ra All Star, the duration of each play is only an

hour, production team of only 2-5 people, simple storylines, total actors and
actresses 2-9 people, the audience consists of amateur theatre activists, and they
own small production companies. From the aspect of content, the analysis of
research samples clearly show that indie theatres have simple storylines, minimal
scenography aspects such as setting, props, costumes, lighting, and music.
Therefore, this research concludes that Juta-JutaTheatre and Asrama Ra All Star
have opened new spaces and perspectives towards the activists who withhold the
identity of indie theatres.
To sum up, researcher has categorised the identity of indie theatres in Malaysian
stage plays is developed from the forms and contents of the performances. The
forms of the identity of indie theatres are:
a. Small stages
b. Low cost for staging the play
c. The duration is between 40 minutes to 1 hour and 15 minutes only
d. Use only short and simple stories
e. Total actors and actresses between 2-9 people only
f. Minimal management format
g. Have target audience
h. Own small production companies
The contents of the identity of indie theatres consist of:
a. Themes related to latest social issues and problems
b. Explains a simple storyline
c. Shows a clear and easy concept in every performances
d. Displays only one background
e. Contains simple dialogues and language
f. Easily-understood and identified characters and characterisations
g. Use latest and simple music
h. Have simple but impactful “wow” effect

3. Conclusion
According to Watts, R. (2016), "..key to the development of the independent theatre
agreement is the recognition that legally..," and according to Hansel,A. (2017), he
stated that "..independent theatre confronted with a free market economy and forced
to redefined their place in changing their society..".Based on their statements,
researcher is able to evaluate the identity of indie theatres as a model with highimpact potentials to open platforms and network in the development of theatres.
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